Introduction
Efforts to improve aircraft turbine engine efficiency have led to an increase in the number of engine control variables and a corresponding increase in the complexity of control laws. Control laws for current engines are based on classical control theory and empirical schedules for a nominal engine. Classical control theory has served well for the current and older engines. The design of future fighters as multifunction aircraft and development of integrated flight/propulsion control systems, however, require sophisticated control systems capable of obtaining the maximum performance from the engine. Optimal control techniques using modem control theory are required to obtain additional gains in engine performance.
For modem aircraft, accounting for engine variations through designs based on predetermined control schedules is increasingly difficult because of the increased complexity and increased number of control effectors on the engines.
Engine-to-engine component variations, engine deterioration, and off-nominal behavior are difficult to account for in the design of control system schedules.
An adaptive control algorithm, which computes optimal control trim settings for the engine while maximizing the vehicle performance for a given flight condition, accounts for these variations better than gain scheduling. Specifically, an adaptive trim control system computes and applies an incremental steady state trim to enhance the engine performance. This paper presents another method of accounting for off-nominal operation and other modeling inaccuracies. Since any variation from the nominal model would result in a change in the sensed values of the measured outputs, the off-nominal behavior of an engine is characterized in terms of these changes. Uncertainties associated with any given engine will be represented as systematic errors in the sensed output parameters. These systematic errors will be accounted for by augmenting the original state equation with bias states. A Kalman filter is used to estimate the original engine states and the bias states. The Kalman filter inputs are measurements from standard F100 engine control instrumentation.
The auxiliary output equations for the unmeasured output variables are modified to include the effect of the bias states.
The concept is validated by applying the developed filter on both simulation and flight data. For the simulation data case, the output variables were estimated by using the data from the available nonlinear engine simulation.
Both a nominal engine and an engine in which intentional degradation was introduced to create off-nominal behavior were considered. For the flight data case, the estimation process was performed using actual flight data from an F-15 aircraft. For this case, comparative results are also presented for the proposed algorithm and the CDF formulation.
Both the simulation and flight evaluations were carded out for a flight condition of Mach 0.90 and 30,000 It, for a part power setting.
Engine Description
The engine used in this study is the Pratt & Whitney F100 EMD low-bypass ratio, twin spool, afterbuming turbofan engine 7 (Fig. 2) . The engine is controlled by a DEEC, a full-authority digital electronic control system which performs the functions of the standard F100 engine hydromechanical, unified fuel control, and supervisory digital electronic engine control.
Engine Models
Pratt & Whitney has developed a comprehensive nonlinear dynamic engine model, the state-of-the-art propulsion program (SOAPP) model. This model is thebestrepresentation of theengineandpredicts engine performance with minimalerror over the full powerrange andflightenvelope andfor bothsteadystateandtransient operation. Thisnonlinear simulationis ahigh-fidelity model thatrepresents eachcomponent in theengineandcontrolbut doesnot runin realtime.
Forreal-time use, asetof linearized SVMsweredeveloped fromtheSOAPPmodel.Tocovertheentire flightenvelope, 49models weredeveloped. Themodel isselected asa function ofburner staticpressure (PB). Thesemodels compare well withthelargescalenonlinearaerothermal model andactual enginetestdata, andtheycanbe implemented efficientlyin realtime. Figure3shows asimulation model fortheF100engine based onthestatevariable formulation.
TheSSMenginerelationships andtrimpredictions (basepoints) arealsoderivedfromtheSOAPP model. A two-dimensional tablelook-upscheduled on7 valuesof PB and 40 values of afterburner total pressure (P7"6) is needed to represent the steady state information. Each SSM consists of a basepoint control vector, a basepoint output vector, and a sensitivity coefficient matrix which relates the changes in control positions to change in outputs.
The PSC algorithm requires the variables listed in Table 1 , which are functions of the engine states and the input control variables.
These variables include engine outputs which cannot be measured but are required to calculate performance measures of the engine. An additional set of variables, which are nonlinear functions of the unmeasured output variables, are listed in Table 2 . These variables are used to predict both the engine performance and the constraints needed to develop optimal engine controllers.
Kalman Filter Concepts
The entire state vector of the system to be controlled is often assumed to be measurable.
Most of the solutions to optimal control problems are obtained as a feedback law implementable only if the entire state vector is available. In most complex systems the entire state vector cannot be measured, and a suitable approximation to the state vector must be determined and substituted into the control law. The system that produces, in deterministic setting, an approximation to the state vector is called an observer. 8
Kalman and Bucy solved the optimal observer problem in a stochastic environment, and this solution has had a tremendous impact on optimal filtering theory. 9
The Kalman filter represents the most widely applied and demonstrably useful result to emerge from the state variable approach of"modem control theory. ''1°T he system is
Where A,/3, C, and D are system matrices in state variable representation, x is the state vector, u is the control input vector, y is the output vector, wl is the state excitation noise, and w2 is the observation or measurement noise. Both Wl and w2 are white, uncorrelated Gaussian processes, with intensity Q and R respectively.
The observer is
where K is the Kalman filter gain.
The optimal observer problem is finding the matrix K so as to minimize E{eTRe), where and R is a positive-definite symmetric weighting matrix. In this problem, E is the expectation operator and e is the state error vector. If R is a positive-definite matrix, the optimal observer is called nonsingular. The Kalman filter is the solution to the nonsingular optimal observer previously outlined.
The optimal observer problem is solved by choosing the gain matrix. I1 
ProposedFormulation
In Kalmanfilter derivation, linearmodelsfor the systemdynamicsandmeasurement relationare assumed to beadequate for developing optimal estimators. No model is perfect,anda linearmodel,in particular, is the resulteitherof intentional approximationandsimplification or of a lackof knowledge about thesystem beingmodeled. 12Toaccount fordegradedengineoperation andmodelinginaccuracies, the proposed formulationaugments the outputvector by addinga biasvectorto represent theuncertain parameters. 5 Thedynamicequations canthusbeexpressed as
where b is the bias vector. The bias vector is estimated by adjoining b to x and defining a new state vector, z with the condition
The state equation can be rewritten as _=Atz+Blu+Gwt
then the Kalman filter estimate is given by
where P is the steady state solution to
Riccati equation A mathematical model of both the system structure and uncertainty is inherently embodied in the Kalman filter structure. The main design problem is attaining an adequate mathematical model upon which to base the filter• Even after selecting an appropriate model, the matrices Q and R can be difficult to determine. This is done by a process called "tuning" the Kalman filter, It is a trial and error procedure for determining which matrix values yield the best estimation performance for that particular filter structure.
The matrix R was determined by analysis of flight data available for the F100 engine. The elements of matrix Q were, however, selected by evaluating the performance of the Kalman filter by trial and error. Figure 5 shows the implementation process used to estimate the output variables for the F100 engine using the Kalman fihcr.
This proposed formulation estimates unmeasured output variables by explicitly modeling the effects of off-nominal engine behavior as biases on the measurable output variables.
Results
The proposed estimation algorithm was developed and evaluated for a Mach 0.90 and 30,000 ft flight condition. The algorithm was evaluated by a comparison with SOAPP simulation results and also by application to flight data. The flight data results were compared with the CDF formulation results for the same data.
Simulation Evaluation
The SOAPP simulation evaluations consisted of estimating the desired variables using both a nominal and adegraded engine. In each case, thepowerleverangle (PLA)washeldto37°for 15secandthenstepped up to43°andheldconstant for theremainder of therun.
Measured outputswereobtained fromtheSOAPP simulationandwerecorrupted with noise,asshown in Table3. Thesearetypicalvaluesobtained from flight data. The measurements with noiseandthe valuesof thecontrolvariables wereentered into the estimation algorithmandthe desiredestimates were obtained. The Kalmanfilter statevector,aperturbation of the steadystateconditions, wasinitializedto zerofor allstates.
The algorithmneeded to generate consistent state estimates whichwererobust with respect to themeasurement covariance matrix Q (the only variable selected by trial and error). An important aspect of the development is determining unmeasured output vector, 9a_,_. Inconsistent estimates of the states would
give different values of 9_,_ for different values of Q when applied to the same data.
The state vector estimates converged to the same value for different values of Q. This was evaluated for values of Q = I and Q = 10I. The difference in the estimated states for Q = I and Q = 10I, for a nominal engine, is shown in Fig. 6 . This figure shows that the state estimates converge to the same value and the effect of change in Q on the steady-state response is minimal.
The five measured output variables obtained from the SOAPP for a nominal engine were compared with the estimates of these variables obtained from the filter ( Fig. 7(a) ). The prediction values subtracted from the simulated measurements were held constant throughout the run. These values were the same as the simulated measurements at the beginning of the run, accounting for the excellent comparison over the initial interval.
The Kalman filter was not updated in this evaluation, so the comparisons ir_dicate that the model is quite robust. The comparisons are very good in spite of the large change in the operating conditions. The CDF based formulation would have used five different models for the PB change of this maneuver. Figure 7(b) shows the measurement bias estimates. As expected, they are nearly zero until the PLA is increased. As the engine attains a new operating condition, the bias parameters increase to levels which account for the effects not modeled in the SVM.
To assess the condition when significant differences exist between the measured data and the predicted data, the following nominal biases were added to the simulated flight data: A NI (fan rotor speed) = 50.0, AN2 (core rotor speed) = 50.0, APB = 2.0, A T'7"_,5 (low turbine inlet total temperature) = 30.0, and A P7"6= 0.5. The results of this evaluation (Fig. 8(a) ) show that the tracking of the five measurements is again very good. The final values of the bias estimates ( Fig. 8(b) ) are the sum of biases estimated in Fig. 7(b) and the biases placed on the simulated measurements as previously listed.
In Fig. 9 , estimates of the unmeasured output variables (_,,x) are compared with the actual values obtained from the SOAPP. The estimates show good tracking of the simulation values.
Simulation evaluations
were then carried out for a degraded engine by simultaneously introducing the following deteriorations:
(a) high turbine efficiency is 2.5 percent below nominal, (b) low turbine efficiency is 2.5 percent below nominal, (c) compressor airflow deviation is 1 lb/sec less than nominal, and (d) the fan airflow deviation is 5 lb/sec less than nominal.
The results for the simulated degraded engine are presented in Fig. 10 . These results are similar to the results of Fig. 7 and demonstrate the adaptability and robustness of the proposed estimator to degraded engine performance.
Again, the Kalman filter was not updated during the evaluation and the predicted constant values subtracted from the simulated data were the same as those for an engine that was not degraded.
Flight Data Evaluation
The Kalman filter formulation was also evaluated on flight data obtained on the NASA F-15 research aircraft. The flight data was obtained at Mach 0.90, an altitude of 30,000 It, and a PLA of 43.5°. The time history of the test data ( Fig. 11 ) starts with no bleed air being extracted from the test engine. Approximately 40 sec into the run, the pilot manually changed the bleed switch to extract all the aircraft bleed air requirements from the test engine. This maneuver was designed to simulate a change in engine operating efficiency. The engine control system increased fuel flow (WE) to maintain the scheduled fan speed, resulting in an increase in TT-, 5. After holding this bleed condition for approximately 70 sec, the bleed was again switched back to the initial no bleed air condition.
6
The Kalmanfilter estimation resultsareshownin Fig. 12. Figure12(a) showsthatthe filter tracksthe flight measurements accurately. Initial discrepancies occurbecause thebiasestimates startat zero;however,this startuptransient is brief, with goodtracking occurringin approximately 20 sec. Although the trackingqualityis slightlyworseat thetime the bleedswitchingoccurs,the filter rapidly adaptsto the simulated changein engineefficiency.Thebias estimates, shownin Fig.12(b) ,converge rapidlyto steady-state values astheenginestate is changed from one conditionto another. The initial startuptransientcouldbeminimizedby initializingthebiasestimates withtheactual values of thebiases forthegiven flightcondition. Figure 13 showsthe resultsfrom the proposed formulation compared with thecorresponding results fromtheCDFformulation. Theresultswereobtained usingtheflightdatashown inFig. 11.Theresults show thattheperformance obtained bytheproposed method compares favorably withtheCDFproccdure. Asignificantlyimprovedstartup transient performance is evident. Figure14presents similarcomparisons for the estimates of normallyunmeasured outputvariables. Figure14(a) shows theestimate of compressor inlettotal temperature (7"7"2.5) andthemeasured values.The superiority of theproposed formulation is clearlyevident,if themeasurement of 7"T25 is considered reliable. Figure 14(b) shows the comparative estimates of corrected fan airflow (WCFAN) .
The values are comparable, with better transient performance for the proposed formulation.
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Appendix--State

Variable
Auxiliary Output Estimation Formulation for an F100 Engine where TMT" is the turbine metal temperature, b denotes the output bias term, CIVV is the fan inlct guide vane angle, RCVV is the compressor stator vane angle, and where A, B, C, and D are constant pcrturbation matrices, numerically dcrived from the SOAPP, 7121 is the state noise with covariance Q, and w2 is the measurement noise with covafiance R. The elements of R are obtained from a priori flight data, while those of Q are selected by trial and error.
The auxiliary set of unmeasured oulput variables (Y_uz) listcd in Table 1 
